The Magnetic Tabletop Pocket Chart is perfect for any classroom! Great for small group lessons or learning centers! Use this portable pocket chart for a sentence building center or even for math problems. Store our many magnetic products or dry-erase markers in the convenient storage pouches and pull them out when needed. Use the pocket chart for a spelling center or to hold tiles or letters for patterning and grouping exercises. Problem solving becomes easy when students can use the pocket chart to see their work.

Expand your center ideas using different magnetic tiles. Some suggestions from our Reading Rods® program are Alphabet (7181), Alphabet Pictures (7182), and Word Families (7184).

The possibilities for center activities are endless! The storage pockets make setting up the center quick and easy. Since the Tabletop Pocket Chart is portable, you will have everything you need for a great center activity ready to go!

Suggested uses:
Sentence Building • Problem Solving
Spelling Center • Sequencing
Patterning and Grouping

• 8” x 10” Magnetic Write and Wipe Board on Both Sides
• 1 Pocket for Cards on Both Sides
• 3 Window Storage Pockets

Great for every classroom!
Here are other great Tabletop Pocket Charts available from Learning Resources®:

LER 2122  Magnetic Create-Your-Own Tabletop Center
LER 2297  Create-Your-Own-Tabletop Center
LER 2523  Tabletop Pocket Chart
LER 2699  Magnetic Demonstration Tabletop Pocket Chart